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Abstract

Delay and Disruption Tolerant Networks (DTNs) are networks that experience fre-

quent and long-lived connectivity disruptions. Unlike traditional networks, such as

TCP/IP Internet, DTNs are often subject to high latency caused by very long propa-

gation delays (e.g. interplanetary communication) and/or intermittent connectivity. In

DTNs there is no guarantee of end-to-end connectivity between source and destination.

Such distinct features pose a number of technical challenges in designing core network

functions such as routing and congestion control mechanisms. Detecting and dealing

with congestion in DTNs is an important problem since congestion can significantly de-

teriorate DTN performance. Most existing DTN congestion control mechanisms have

been designed for a specific DTN application domain and have been shown to exhibit

inadequate performance when used in different DTN scenarios and conditions.

In this paper, we introduce Smart-DTN-CC, a novel DTN congestion control

framework that adjusts its operation automatically based on the dynamics of the un-

derlying network and its nodes. Smart-DTN-CC is an adaptive and distributed con-

gestion aware framework that mitigates congestion using reinforcement learning, a

machine learning technique known to be well suited to problems where: (1) the envi-
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ronment, in this case the network, plays a crucial role; and (2) yet, no prior knowledge

about the target environment can be assumed, i.e., the only way to acquire information

about the environment is to interact with it through continuous online learning.

Smart-DTN-CC nodes receive input from the environment (e.g., buffer occu-

pancy, neighborhood membership, etc), and, based on that information, choose an

action to take from a set of possible actions. Depending on the selected action’s ef-

fectiveness in controlling congestion, a reward will be given. Smart-DTN-CC’s goal

is to maximize the overall reward which translates to minimizing congestion. To our

knowledge, Smart-DTN-CC is the first DTN congestion control framework that has

the ability to automatically and continuously adapt to the dynamics of the target envi-

ronment. As demonstrated by our experimental evaluation, Smart-DTN-CC is able

to consistently outperform existing DTN congestion control mechanisms under a wide

range of network conditions and characteristics.

Keywords: Delay and Disruption Tolerant Networks, Interplanetary Networks,

Congestion Control, Intermittent Connectivity
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1. Introduction

Environmental sensing [11], habitat monitoring [43], emergency response, disaster

recovery, special operations [68], vehicular networks [28], and bridging the digital di-

vide [54] are some example applications of delay- and disruption networks (DTNs) [49]

[19] [60]. Such networks, which were originally motivated by space exploration and5

its need for deep space communication [51], often operate in challenged environments

and under extreme conditions. As a result, they are subject to intermittent connectivity

and long delays. In fact, DTN’s arbitrarily frequent and long-lived connectivity disrup-

tions are part of their normal operation. This means that, unlike the Internet, in DTNs,

there is no guarantee of continuous end-to-end connectivity between nodes.10

DTN’s inability to guarantee end-to-end connectivity between nodes and extremely

long latencies due to high propagation delays and/or episodic connectivity call for ap-

proaches to network control that are fundamentally different from what has been in use
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on the Internet. More specifically, control functions provided by the Internet’s Trans-

mission Control Protocol (TCP) are all performed end-to-end over a logical connec-15

tion established between sender and receiver. Since DTNs are typically “connectivity-

challenged”, network control in DTNs must be done on a hop-by-hop basis. This is

the case for the custody transfer [1] and store-carry-and-forward [2] paradigms that

have been proposed for DTNs which require that DTN nodes store data in persistent

storage for arbitrarily long periods of time before they find a suitable next-hop. As20

a consequence, congestion control is critically important in order to ensure that DTN

nodes are congestion-free, i.e., that they have sufficient available storage capacity such

that they can serve as relays to help deliver messages end-to-end. DTN congestion

control has thus received considerable attention from the networking research commu-

nity. An overview of the current DTN congestion control state-of-the-art is presented25

in [3], while the performance of a representative set of DTN congestion control mech-

anisms is evaluated in [4] and [5]. These studies reveal that existing DTN congestion

control solutions do not exhibit adequate performance when used in different scenarios

and conditions due mainly to their inability to dynamically adjust their operation to

changing network conditions. Additionally, some of them employ reactive techniques,30

depend on the underlying routing mechanism, and use global network information.

We propose a novel approach to DTN congestion control which uses machine learn-

ing in order to automatically adapt the congestion control effort to the dynamics and

operating conditions of the underlying network and target environment autonomously,

i.e., without the need for external intervention. We chose to employ machine learning35

as the basis for the proposed congestion control framework such that: (1) it is able to

operate in a wide range of DTN scenarios, including interplanetary and earth-bound

applications; (2) it requires no a-priori knowledge of the operating environment and

conditions; and (3) it is self-configuring and self-managing, which is particularly im-

portant in remote and extreme environments typical of DTNs. The proposed approach,40

called Smart-DTN-CC is based on reinforcement learning [72], a machine learning

technique which, given the current environment, takes actions with the goal of max-

imizing a cumulative reward. Reinforcement learning is based on the idea that if an

action is followed by a satisfactory state (e.g., performance improvement), then the
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tendency to produce that action is strengthened (reinforced). On the other hand, if45

the state becomes unsatisfactory, then that particular action is penalized. Reinforce-

ment learning is known to be well suited to problems in which the environment plays a

paramount role but prior knowledge about it cannot be assumed because it is either un-

available or it is prohibitively expensive to collect. Therefore, the only (practical) way

to acquire information about the environment is to learn by interacting with it “online”50

or in real time.

In Smart-DTN-CC, a DTN node cycles through the following sequence of steps:

(1) it gets input from the environment (e.g., its buffer occupancy, set of neighbors,

etc); (2) uses that information as representative of the current state of the environment

and, based on that knowledge, chooses an action to take from a set of possible ac-55

tions; and (3) measures the reward resulting from the action taken. Smart-DTN-CC’s

overall goal is to maximize the reward, i.e., minimize node congestion. To our knowl-

edge, Smart- DTN-CC is the first DTN congestion control framework that has the

ability to automatically and continuously adapt to the dynamics of the target environ-

ment. This unique feature allows Smart-DTN-CC to deliver adequate performance60

in a variety of DTN applications and scenarios. As demonstrated by our experimental

evaluation, Smart-DTN-CC is able to consistently outperform existing DTN conges-

tion control mechanisms under a wide range of network conditions and characteristics.

An earlier version of our work appeared in [65] where Smart-DTN-CC’s performance

was evaluated in the context of terrestrial DTN scenarios. In this paper, Smart-DTN-65

CC’s performance is evaluated in both interplanetary and terrestrial applications and

compared against state-of-the-art DTN congestion control mechanisms. Additionally,

for the interplanetary scenarios, we also evaluate a combination of supervised learn-

ing (offline) and reinforcement learning (online) and show how it is able to improve

Smart-DTN-CC’s performance.70

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents an overview

of reinforcement learning. In Section 3 we describe Smart-DTN-CC in detail. Sec-

tion 4 presents the experimental methodology we used to evaluate Smart-DTN-CC,

while Section 5 presents our results. We provide an overview of related work in Sec-

tion 6 and conclude the paper with directions for future work in Section 775
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2. Reinforcement Learning

Reinforcement learning (RL) is a machine learning technique that has its origins in

cybernetics. It has been applied in statistics, psychology, neuroscience and computer

science. In the last ten years, it has attracted attention of several scientific communities

taking into account important applications, such as guiding the motion of characters80

in video games, control problems, simulating human crowds for planning and analy-

sis, flight control systems for aircraft, sophisticated avionics systems, and coordinating

teams of robots. Recently, computational intelligence has been successfully employed

in a variety of applications ranging from robot control [46] [32] [59], network rout-

ing [25], data offloading [75], smart vehicles [8] [24], habitat and environmental mon-85

itoring [2][3], software defined network (SDN) and network function virtualization

(NFV) [41], and medical diagnostics [17]. Our work seeks to extend RL’s concept

which considers the problem faced by an agent that learns behavior through “trial-and-

error” interactions with a dynamic environment [34] [72] address the DTN congestion

problem.90

Learning algorithms can be grouped into three different categories according to the

feedback mechanisms they utilize.

Supervised learning: for every input, the learner is provided with a target; in this case

the environment informs the learner what its response should be. The learner

compares its current response to the target and adjusts its internal memory in95

such a way to produce a better response next time it receives the same input.

Supervised learning can be seen as a simple categorization task. For example,

if a program is learning to recognize the sounds of different birds and it is told

each time what bird it is, it can compare its answer with the correct one.

Unsupervised learning: the learner does not receive feedback from the environment.100

The learner’s task is to represent the inputs in a more efficient way, as a cluster

or using a reduced set of dimensions. There are no explicit target outputs or

environmental evaluations associated with each input. Unsupervised learning

can be seen as a perceptual system. For example, consider the case in which the
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inputs are the photoreceptor activities created by various images of an apple or105

an orange. In the space of all possible activities, these particular inputs form two

clusters, with many fewer degrees of variation than, e.g. lower dimension. One

natural task for unsupervised learning is to find and characterize these separate,

low dimensional clusters.

Reinforcement learning: The input comes from an unpredicted environment and pos-110

itive or negative feedback is given at the end of every small sequence of learning

steps. The learner receives feedback about the appropriateness of its response.

For example, consider the dog training. The dog is ask to execute some action

(for instance, sit). If it executes this action the trainer provides the dog with

a positive reward (for instance, food). Otherwise, the trainer provides the dog115

with a negative reward (for instance, no food is given to the dog). After some

work, the dog learns that all the time it executes correctly the action it is going

to receive a positive reward (food). Therefore, the dog will try to maximize the

received reward and it will learn by experience.

Note that both supervised and unsupervised learning are more appropriate for off-120

line learning scenarios since the program receives all of its inputs at once. Several

researches have suggested that learning tasks are associated with the existence of a

“teacher” in the environment that supplies performance information to the algorithm or

controller [9] [37] [33]. With the exception of unsupervised learning tasks, the neces-

sary information can be considered to be built into the learning system. In supervised125

learning tasks, the teacher provides target actions that specify how the controller should

modify its actions so as to improve performance. In this case, the teacher instructs the

controller about the actions to execute in order to improve performance. In contrast,

the role of the teacher in reinforcement learning is more evaluative since it provides

evaluations of consequences of the controller’s actions, leaving it to the controller to130

determine how to modify its actions so as to obtain better evaluations in the future.

Therefore in RL the teacher does not explicitly tell the controller what to do to improve

performance, while in supervised learning it does.

There are many situations where the correct answers that supervised learning re-
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quires are not known. For example, in a flight control system, the question would be135

the set of all sensor readings at a given time, and the answer would be how the flight

control surfaces should move during the next milliseconds. A simple neural network

cannot learn to fly the plane unless there is a set of known answers, so if we do not

know how to build a controller in the first place, simple supervised learning will not

help.140

For these reasons there has been much interest recently in reinforcement learn-

ing, or RL, which combines the fields of dynamic programming and supervised learn-

ing [34]. In RL, the computer is given a goal to achieve. Then it learns how to achieve

that goal by “trial-and-error” interactions with its environment.

2.1. Reinforcement Learning Model145

In the standard RL model, autonomous agents can learn to act in an environment

in order to achieve a desired goal [70]. An agent performs actions that affect its state

and environment, and receives a reward value indicating the quality of the performed

action and state transition. This reward is used as feedback for the agent to make better

future decisions.150

Formally, the model consist of (see Figure 1):

• a discrete set of environment states S;

• a discrete set of agent actions A;

• a set of scalar reinforcement signals, typically {0, 1} or the real numbers. In this

case we have R : S ×A→ r.155

Figure 1: Reinforcement learning
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The agent’s goal is to find a policy π, mapping states to actions that maximizes the

reward or some measure of reinforcement. If the RL system can observe perfectly the

information in the environment that might influence the choice of action to perform,

then the RL system chooses actions based on true states of the environment. This ideal

case is the best possible basis for reinforcement learning and, in fact, is a necessary160

condition for much of the associated theory. In our case, the node chooses its action

based on the buffer’s state.

Algorithms for agent RL have been widely used for applications as robotics [48],

game theory [13], scheduling [87], path planning [66], and many others. A well known

family of RL algorithms is based on the Temporal Difference (TD) prediction approach165

introduced in [70], which is a combination of Monte Carlo sampling methods and dy-

namic programming for learning in environments that are formulated as Markov De-

cision Processes (MDP). The most well known of these algorithms is Q-learning [79],

in which agents learn an action value function that estimates the expected reward of

choosing a specific action in a given state and following a fixed policy afterwards. We170

employ Q-learning in our framework, because it is able to perform on-line learning and

cope with node mobility based on the contact history of neighbor nodes, without any

prior assumptions of mobility patterns.

Different approaches have also been proposed to incorporate learning when multi-

ple agents are present in a simulation scenario [16] [74]. These multi-agent learning175

approaches originate both from extensions of RL algorithms and applications of game

theory.

2.2. Control Using Reinforcement Learning

Although problems in controlling complex process are usually considered the ex-

clusive purview of control theory, many control problems of current importance suggest180

solutions that combine control theory and artificial intelligence (AI). The complexity

of these control problems arise from non-linear, stochastic, or non-stationary process

behavior, that makes them less amenable to traditional approaches in control system de-

sign. Under such circumstances, researchers have proposed many heuristic techniques

based on AI for intelligent systems that can operate in dynamic environments. “Learn-185
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ing control involves modifying the controller’s behavior to improve its performance

as measured by some predefined index of performance (IP)” [33]. If control actions

that improve performance as measured by the IP are known, methods for learning from

examples (supervised and unsupervised learning), can be used to train the controller.

On the other hand, when control actions are not known a priori, appropriate control190

behavior has to be inferred from observations of the IP.

There are two methods that have been used for deciding how to modify the con-

troller behavior according to IP. Indirect methods refer to the construction of a model

of IP to be used to supply training sets to the controller. Direct methods, also called

model-free methods, try to disturb the environment and to observe the impact on the195

IP. Indirect methods are widely used in AI. On the other hand, prominent examples

of direct methods are based on learning systems that infer appropriate actions depend-

ing on feedback received. This method is similar to trial-and-error learning, where the

behavior of an animal (e.g., dogs) is modified by the ensuing reinforcement, which

psychologists named “reinforcement learning” [50]. Therefore, the same name is used200

for this type of model-free control.

Although direct methods are often perceived as being weaker than indirect meth-

ods, we argue that they can yield faster and more reliable learning in control problems

arising in dynamic environments. Moreover, as the complexity of processes being

controlled increases, it becomes more difficult to determine the corresponding con-205

trol models, making direct methods more practical. For example, Internet congestion

control relies solely on end-to-end mechanisms which are easier to model. However, in

DTNs, which are typically subject to frequently changing conditions and characteristics

(e.g., topology, mobility, radio channel, node capabilities, etc), and where end-to-end

connectivity cannot be guaranteed at all times, the Internet’s end-to-end control model210

is not feasible. Therefore, model-free approaches which learn from the environment

select control actions accordingly have been considered as promising alternatives.

As described in detail in the remainder of the paper, we employ RL techniques

to address DTN congestion control. In particular, we demonstrate how “shaping2.”, a

2Shaping is a behavioral term that refers to gradually molding or training an organism to perform a
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technique used in experimental psychology for training animals [72] [67], can be used215

to control congestion in a variety of DTN scenarios.

3. Smart-DTN-CC

Smart-DTN-CC’s overall goals include (1) adapt to a variety of DTN scenarios,

(2) rely solely on local information, (3) actuate proactively as well as reactively in

order to maximize message delivery, and (4) operate independently from the routing220

protocol. The latter allows Smart-DTN-CC to be deployed along side any routing

protocol and thus ensures that Smart-DTN-CC can be used in a wide of DTN scenarios

and applications. Smart-DTN-CC’s routing protocol independence comes at the cost

of making optimizations that are routing protocol specific (e.g., piggyback congestion

control information on routing signaling) not possible.225

Smart-DTN-CC is based on Q-learning [79], a widely used RL technique due to

its convergence properties and the fact that it has been shown to work well in prac-

tice [47] [69]. As shown in Figure 2, a Smart-DTN-CC node can be represented by

a set of states S and actions A. At each state, a node has a set of possible actions it

can take and, depending on the result of an action, the node will receive a reward as230

defined by the set of rewards R. For instance, let us consider a scenario where nodes

can be in one of two different states, namely “congested” (S0) or “uncongested” (S1)

and the set of actions A is composed of two actions a0 - discard expired messages and

a1 - migrate messages to neighbors. If a node is in state S0, it can choose to execute

either action a0 or a1. Consider that the node selects action a0, however there are no235

expired messages in its buffer which means that the action does not help in mitigating

congestion, and the node continues in state S0. As a result, Smart-DTN-CC assigns

a “negative reward” to that action taken by the node, which will discourage it to take

that action in the near future. On the other hand, if the node takes action a0 and is able

to discard expired messages in its buffer successfully mitigating congestion and, as a240

result, transitioning to the uncongested state (S1), the node is assigned a “positive re-

specific response (behavior) by reinforcing any responses that are similar to the desired response.
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ward”. Consequently, Smart-DTN-CC allows participating nodes to learn in real time

as represented by the sequence of tuples < Si, aj , rk > ∀{i, j, k} ∈ Z, where rk is the

reward assigned to action aj in state Si, and uses this accumulated knowledge to make

decisions “online” 3 to select which actions to take in the future.245

Figure 2: Smart-DTN-CC framework

3.1. Q-learning Algorithm

In Smart-DTN-CC, Q-learning builds a representation of the node’s state in terms

of Q-values and then uses these values to make congestion control decisions. Each

node x in the network stores its own view of its state in a Q-table. In each position

Q(s, a) of its Q-table, where s are all possible states and a the actions possible in250

each state, the node stores the corresponding Q-value. Q-values are estimates of the

effectiveness of a node’s different control strategy alternatives which are represented

by the different actions nodes can take. The actions used in Smart-DTN-CC perform

proactive or reactive congestion mitigation and are independent of the underlying rout-

ing protocol. Examples of Smart-DTN-CC actions include increase/decrease message255

generation rate, discard buffered messages (e.g., based on their age), broadcast con-

gestion notification locally, and migrate messages to neighboring nodes. Table 1 lists

actions that have been currently implemented in Smart-DTN-CC. Note that, as shown

in Table 1, the set of actions from which a node is allowed to choose depends on the

node’s current state. Smart-DTN-CC’s current state space includes the following states:260

3In on-line learning, every participant is given examples one by one, and recalculates its hypothesis based
on what learns after each example. In contrast, in off-line learning, participants receive all examples at once.
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Congested (C), Non-Congested (NC), Prospective-Congested (PC), and Decrease-

Congested (DC). Smart-DTN-CC’s states and state machine will be described in de-

tails in Section 3.3.

Actions States

Congested
(C)

Prospective-
Congested
(PC)

Decrease-
Congested
(DC)

Non-
Congested
(NC)

A1: Increase message gen-
eration period × ×

A2: Broadcast Increased
Congestion Notification × ×

A3: Discard expired mes-
sage × × × ×

A4: Discard old message × × × ×
A5: Discard random mes-
sage × ×

A6: Discard message that
will expire before next con-
tact

× ×

A7: Discard oldest mes-
sages until space available ×

A8: Migrate messages ×
A9: Broadcast Decreased
Congestion Notification ×

A10: Decrease message
generation period ×

A11: Receive messages × × ×
A12: Forward messages × × × ×

×: the action can be taken when the node is in the state.

Table 1: Smart-DTN-CC’s action space

Q-values are updated each time conditions (such as buffer occupancy, drop ratio,

local congestion) change. The goal of the learning algorithm is to discover a policy265

that maximizes cumulative reward based on past experiences and interactions with the

environment. In other words, the goal of the congestion control effort is to monitor

local conditions and take appropriate action to manage congestion in order to increase

overall delivery ratio and end-to-end latency. Another important point is that each

DTN node must perform congestion control based solely on local information since270

obtaining global knowledge of the network, especially in DTN scenarios, is either not

possible or not practical.
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Each node maintains a history of state-action-reward tuples, i.e.,

〈s0, a0, r1〉, 〈s1, a1, r2〉, . . . (1)

which shows the sequence of states, actions, and rewards taken by the node over

time. At every iteration of the Q-learning algorithm, a node updates its Q-table based

on its current state s and the selected action a using Equation 2. Table 2 shows an ex-275

ample Q-table with its Q-values, where the set of actions Ai ∀ i ∈ [1 : 12] corresponds

to the actions described in Table 1. The Q-table is initialized with Q-values equal zero,

then each cell is updated as actions get positively or negatively reinforced. Note that

negative Q-values (e.g., A1(−0.25)) are a result of negative reinforcement (or negative

reward), while positive Q-values (e.g., A3(0.42)) exemplify positive reinforcement.280

Q∗
n(s, a) = (1− ηn)Q∗

n−1(s, a) + ηn(r + γV ∗
n−1(s

′
)) (2)

where

ηn =
1

1 + visitsn(s, a)
(3)

and

V ∗
n−1(s

′
) = maxa′ [Q

∗
n−1(s

′
, a
′
)] (4)

V ∗n−1(s
′
) represents the maximum reward that is attainable in the state following

the current one, that is, it is an estimate of the optimal future value that correspond to

the predicted Q-value.

At each new experience the node is able to maintain an estimate of the Q∗ function285

and adjust Q-values based on actions taken and reward received. This is done using

Sutton’s prediction difference [70] which is the difference between the immediate re-

ward received plus the discounted value (γ) of the next state and the Q-values of the

current state-action pair (Equation 5).

r + γV ∗(s
′
)−Q∗(s, a) (5)
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The reward function (see Section 3.5) can produce different rewards each time the290

transition 〈s, a〉 is repeated. Consequently, the Q-learning algorithm will repeatedly

alter the values of Q∗(s, a) when the node receives a reward r. Where in each node’s

experience a decaying weighted average of the current Q∗ values and the revised esti-

mate are taken into account. Thus in Equation 2, Q∗n denotes the estimate on the nth

iteration of the algorithm.295

Note that visitsn(s, a) is the total number of times state-action pair (s, a) has been

visited up to and including the nth iteration. Additionally, the value of ηn in Equation 3

decreases as n increases; therefore, as learning progresses, new knowledge plays an

increasingly smaller role relative to accumulated knowledge. In other words, as the

number of visits to the pair (s, a) grows, ηn becomes smaller and consequently ηn(r+300

γV ∗n−1(s
′
)) has lower impact on Q-values. As a result, gradually reducing ηn during

training, allows Q∗ to converge, while also allowing adequate exploration of the state-

action space.

The basic Q-learning algorithm follows a sequence of steps, which are shown in

Algorithm 1. As previously pointed out, one of the main benefits of using Q-learning305

in the context of DTN congestion control is that it does not require specific domain

knowledge of the problem it is attempting to solve [7].

Algorithm 1 Q-learning algorithm
1: procedure Q-LEARNING
2: For each s and a, initialize the table entry Q(s, a) to zero
3: top:
4: Observe the current state s
5: Select action a through an action selection method and execute it
6: Receive reward r
7: Observe the new state s

′
and update the table entry Q(s, a) using values of r and Q(s

′
, a)

8: s← s
′

9: goto top.
10: end procedure

It is also important to note that Q-learning does not specify which actions nodes

should take at any given time. This means that Q-learning allows arbitrary experimen-

tation while preserving the current best estimate.310
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3.2. Action Selection Strategies

Q-learning allows nodes to use different action selection strategies. There are two

main techniques for selecting action a from the possible actions in every state [72]:

1. Exploration allows selection of an action different from the one that is consid-

ered the current best and315

2. Exploitation selects action a that maximizes Q∗(s, a).

In the beginning of the learning process, action selection typically favors explo-

ration whereas exploitation is preferred towards the end of learning. I this section, we

describe two action selection strategies we implemented in Smart-DTN-CC and show

their performance in Section 5.320

Our current implementation of Smart-DTN-CC employs two different action se-

lection strategies which differ in how they combine exploration and exploitation. The

first action selection method which we call Boltzmann was originally proposed in [80]

and [71]. Following the Boltzmann action selection strategy, nodes try out actions prob-

abilistically based on their Q-values using Boltzmann’s distribution. In other words, a325

node in state s tries out action a with probability ρs(a) given by Equation 6.

ρs(a) =
e
Q∗(s,a)

T∑
a′∈A e

Q∗(s,a′ )
T

(6)

Note that e
Q∗(s,a)

T > 0 whether Q-value is positive or negative. The “temperature”

T controls the amount of exploration (the probability of executing actions other than

the one with the highest Q-values). If T is high, or if Q-values are all the same time,

actions will be selected randomly. If T is low and Q-values are different, actions with330

high Q-values will be picked.

In the beginning,Q∗ is assumed to be inaccurate, so T is high, favoring exploration

when actions have an equal chance of being selected. T decreases as time goes on and

it becomes more and more likely to pick among the actions with higher Q-values. As

Q∗ converges to Q-values, T approaches zero (exploitation) and we tend to only pick335

the action with highest Q-value.
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The second action selection method, or WoLF for Win or Learn Fast, was intro-

duced in [12] and [29]. The basic idea is to use two learning rates “to maximize the

probability of choosing a profitable action and slowly decrease the probability of an

action that is less beneficial to the agent”. In [29], the WoLF action selection strat-340

egy is used to mitigate congestion and improve local navigation of agents in crowd

simulations.

WoLF defines two learning rates: γmin and γmax. They are used to reward nodes

based on their action choices, namely: γmin is used as negative reinforcement while

γmax as positive reinforcement. Initially, because the node has little or no knowledge345

about the environment and does not yet know the consequences of its actions, every

action a (from the set of all actions A) has the same probability of being selected

(Equation 7).

∀i ∈ A : ρai =
1

|A|
(7)

Consequently, if, at time t, a node took an action ai that increases its reward when

comparing to the previous reward at timestep t− 1, it updates the probability of select-350

ing ai in the future. The node performs this using Equation 8, where ρt−1ai +γmax < 1.

The node uses Equation 9 as the probability of choosing another action aj .

ρtai = ρt−1ai + γmax (8)

ρtaj =
1− ρtai
|A− 1|

,∀j ∈ A, j 6= i (9)

Note that γmax is given by Equation 10.

γmax = (1− γmin) −ρt−1ai (10)

On the other hand, if the node’s reward decreased when ai was selected, ρtai is

updated as shown in Equation 11, where ρt−1ai − γmin > 0 and γmin is a positive355
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number between 0 and 1. Using Equation 12, the node increases the probability of

choosing another action j.

ρtai = ρt−1ai − γmin (11)

ρtaj = ρt−1+aj

γmin

|A− 1|
(12)

Overall, following the WoLF action selection policy, when a node in state s applies

an action a and receives positive reward, the probability of choosing the action a in the

future is considerably high. However, even if small, the node may still choose other360

actions, which allows it to continuously explore the available action space to dynami-

cally adapt to the environment and avoid getting stuck in local optimal solutions. On

the other hand, if after applying an action a the node receives a smaller reward, the

probability of selecting action a in the future is reduced by γmin. Thus gradually more

weight is given to other actions with higher potential.365

Note that both action selection methods previously discussed, i.e., Boltzmann and

WoLF, allow nodes to take more conservative actions in the presence of congestion, and

more aggressive ones in the absence of it. Consequently, our approach allows nodes

to adapt to different DTN scenarios dynamically. In the remainder of this section, we

describe how we apply Q-learning to solve the DTN congestion control problem, while370

being able to autonomically adjust to a variety of DTN scenarios. More specifically,

we present Smart-DTN-CC’s finite state machine, actions, and reward function.

3.3. Smart-DTN-CC’s Finite State Machine

As shown in Figure 3, nodes performing Smart-DTN-CC congestion control can

be in one of the following states at any given point in time: Congested, Prospective-375

congested (PCongested), Decrease-congested (DCongested) and Non-congested (NCon-

gested). Each node estimates whether its buffer occupancy is increasing (EWMA-

POSITIVE) or decreasing (EWMA-NEGATIVE) using an Exponentially Weighted

Moving Average (EWMA) [85] as show in Equation 13, where Zt is the buffer occu-

pancy estimate at time t, Bocp is the current buffer occupancy and Zt−1 was the buffer380
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occupancy estimate at time t− 1. The “smoothing factor” alpha stipulates how much

weight is paced ob current conditions (i.e. Bocp) versus on the past (i.e., Zt−1). In our

current implementation of Smart-DTN-CC we use different values of alpha to analysis

their impact on Smart-DTN-CC’s performance (see Figure 10 in Section 5.1.3).

Zt = αBocp + (1− α)Zt−1 (13)

Figure 3: Smart-DTN-CC’s state machine

Nodes transition between the different congestion states based on their near-future385

estimate of buffer occupancy (EWMA-POSITIVE or EWMA-NEGATIVE) as well as

their current buffer occupancy. The following transitions are enabled in Smart-DTN-

CC.

• Congested −→ Non-Congested

• Congested −→ Decrease-Congested390

• Decrease-Congested −→ Congested

• Decrease-Congested −→ Prospective-Congested

• Decrease-Congested −→ Non-Congested

• Non-Congested −→ Prospective-Congested

• Non-Congested −→ Congested395

• Prospective-Congested −→ Non-Congested

• Prospective-Congested −→ Congested
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• Prospective-Congested −→ Decrease-Congested

The Smart-DTN-CC state transitions are described below and are shown in Fig-

ure 3, where BUFFER OCP is the current buffer occupancy Bocp and BUFFER FREE400

is the percentage of currently available buffer space.

• Congested: the node makes a transition to Congested state if there is no avail-

able space in the node’s buffer, i.e., the node’s buffer occupancy is at 100% (or

BUFFER FREE= 0%).

• PCongested: If a node is in either the NCongested or DCongested states and the405

node’s buffer occupancy is growing (i.e., EWMA-POSITIVE), the node transi-

tions to the PCongested state. This state is used to indicate that congestion may

be imminent.

• DCongested: If the node’s buffer occupancy rate is decreasing (EWMA-NEGATIVE)

and the node is in either the PCongested or Congested, it moves to DCongested410

state. Nodes in this state can receive/forward messages.

• NCongested: Nodes can transition to this state from any other state if their buffer

occupancy falls below a given threshold, (Buffer Threshold). If the node is in

the Congested state, then its buffer occupancy also needs to be dropping (i.e.,

EWMA-NEGATIVE) before it can transition to the NCongested state.415

3.4. Actions

Table 1 shows the actions currently implemented in Smart-DTN-CC along with the

congestion state(s) in which nodes are allowed to select these actions. This section de-

scribes in detail each action currently implemented in Smart-DTN-CC. We should point

out that some of Smart-DTN-CC’s actions employ some well-known DTN heuristics420

such as migrating messages to alternate custodians in order to free up storage for new

messages and discarding messages that will expire before the next contact. As one of

our directions of future work, we plan to explore other congestion control actions in

the context of Smart-DTN-CC.
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• Increase message generation period: Each node is assumed to generate mes-425

sages locally according to a message generation period. This action causes a

node to increase its message generation period by multiplying it by a constant k.

For our experiments, we choose to use k = 2, which means that the node cuts its

message generation frequency in half.

• Decrease message generation period: In this case, the node decreases its mes-430

sage generation period by dividing it by a constant k. Similarly to the previous

action, we use k = 2 in our experiments. This means that this action causes the

node to double the frequency at which it generates messages.

• Receive messages: A node can execute this action when it encounters another

node and it has enough available space to store new messages.435

• Forward messages: the node is in contact with other node and there is an op-

portunity for message’s forwarding. In this case the messages are forwarded.

• Broadcast Increased Congestion Notification: As described in Algorithm 2,

when executing this action, a node, e.g., A broadcasts an Increased Congestion

Notification (ICN) message informing the current state of A’s buffer availability440

as indicated by the estimated time till the buffer fills up given by

time_for_buffer_fill which is transmitted as part of the ICN. A’s ICN mes-

sage is broadcasted to all ofA’s directly connected neighbors and each neighbor,

e.g., B, receiving an ICN from A stores it in a cache (see Algorithm 3) and re-

moves any previous ICN received from A. Keeping a cache of “fresh” ICNs445

allows B to, next time it encounters A before sending any message to A, check

if it still has A’s ICN (see Algorithm 4). If an ICN exists for A and the ICN’s

time_for_buffer_fill = 0 (i.e., the node’s state is Congested), B sends no

message toA. Otherwise if an ICN forA exists and time_for_buffer_fill ! =

0 (i.e., the node’s state is PCongested), but time_for_buffer_fill is less than450

the current time, i.e., the estimated time until A’s buffer reaches its capacity has

past, B does not send any message to A. Note that lines 5 to 9 in Algorithm 2

show how we calculate the buffer fill up time. Additionally, as part of Algo-
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rithm 3, upon processing A’s ICN, B also checks whether a Decreased Conges-

tion Notification (DCN) fromA is in its cache. If so,B removes it. Transmission455

of DCNs will be described in detail below and in Algorithms 5 and 6.

Algorithm 2 Broadcast ICN
1: procedure BROADCASTING ICN
2: id← message id
3: time_for_buffer_fill← time for available buffer space to fill up
4: id_node← node id
5: if node state = Congested then
6: time_for_buffer_fill← 0.
7: else if node state = PCongested then
8: time_for_buffer_fill← available_buffer_space

(input_rate - output_rate) .
9: end if

10: create ICN(id, id_node, time_for_buffer_fill).
11: broadcast ICN to neighbors.
12: end procedure

Algorithm 3 Broadcast ICN - Receiver Node
1: procedure PROCESSING ICN BY RECEIVING NODE

2: if node is receiving a ICN then
3: if there is an old ICN with the same id_node then
4: Remove it from ICN list.
5: Store the new ICN at ICN list.
6: end if
7: if there is an old DCN with the same id_node then
8: Remove it from DCN list.
9: end if

10: end if
11: end procedure

• Discard expired message: As a result of this action, a node discards all mes-

sages with expired time-to-live (TTL).

• Discard old message: Node discards the oldest message from its buffer, i.e., the

message that has the shortest remaining TTL.460

• Discard random message: Node randomly chooses a message to discard.

• Discard message(s) that will expire before next contact: When two nodes en-

counter each other, both of them store information about this contact. As shown

in Figure 4, every node maintains a “contact map” with an entry for each node it
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Algorithm 4 Processing ICN by node sending data message
1: procedure CONSIDERING THE ICN WHEN SENDING MESSAGE

2: if node is sending a data message then
3: if there is an ICN in the ICN list for the destination node then
4: if time_for_buffer_fill = 0. then
5: Don’t send message to the node.
6: else if time_for_buffer_fill != 0. then
7: if the time_for_buffer_fill has already been reached then
8: Don’t send message to the node.
9: end if

10: end if
11: end if
12: end if
13: end procedure

has encountered in the past (in this case only the last encounter information for465

each node is stored).

Furthermore, using an exponentially weighted moving average (EWMA) ap-

proach given by Equation 14,

contacti,t = λCi,t + (1− λ)contacti,t−1, (14)

where Ci,t is the time when the current contact happened, nodes estimate when

the next contact with the same node contacti,t will occur. They store that esti-470

mate in their contact map’s entry corresponding to that node. Similarly to α in

Equation 13, λ in Equation 14, determines how much weight will be given to

the present versus the recent past. For the experimental result we present in this

paper, we use λ = ....

When a node executes this action, it consults its contact map and discards mes-475

sages in its buffer whose TTL will expire before the next predicted contact.
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Figure 4: Node contact map and contact prediction

• Discard oldest messages until space available: Node discards as many mes-

sages is necessary from its buffer until enough available space exists to store the

arriving message.

• Migrate messages: Node randomly selects messages and sends them out to480

neighbors with available storage. The node selects as much messages as needed

to reach the amount of space to store the arriving message. Once two nodes are

in contact they exchange the amount of buffer space available.

• Broadcast Decreased Congestion Notification (DCN): As shown in Algorithms 5

and 6, node broadcasts a DCN to all neighbors to indicate that it is available to485

receive messages.

Algorithm 5 Broadcast DCN - generating DCN
1: procedure GENERATE DCN
2: id← message id
3: dcn_flag← is the buffer occupancy rate decreasing (EWMA)?
4: id_node← node id
5: if (node state = DCongested ) then
6: dcn_flag← true.
7: end if
8: create a DCN(id, id_node, dcn_flag).
9: broadcast DCN to neighbors.

10: end procedure
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Algorithm 6 Broadcast DCN - receiving DCN
1: procedure RECEIVE DCN
2: if node is receiving a DCN then
3: if exist an old DCN with the same id_node then
4: remove the old DCN from DCN list and store the one arriving.
5: end if
6: if exist an old ICN with the same id_node then
7: remove the old ICN from ICN list.
8: end if
9: end if

10: end procedure

3.5. Reward Function

In reinforcement learning, the ultimate goal is to maximize the total reward received

over time. As such, the reward function associates a reward value to the transition

between states s and s
′

indicating the intrinsic desirability of state s
′
.490

In particular, the reward function in Q-learning evaluates the results of an action in

order to: reward “desirable” behavior by increasing the Q-values corresponding to the

action, or by decreasing the Q-values of an action that resulted in “unwanted” behavior.

Typically, the reward is not necessarily a function of what action was taken, but rather

is associated to which state the node transitioned (including remaining in the current495

state) as a result of the action taken. Consequently, rewards can be positive (positive

reinforcement), negative (negative reinforcement), or even neutral so as to encourage

or discourage desirable and unwanted behavior, respectively.

Transition from state s to state s
′

Congested Non-
Congested

Prospective-
Congested

Decrease-
Congested

Congested -1 +1 - +0.5
Non-Congested -1 +1 -0.5 -
Prospective-Congested -1 +1 -0.5 +0.5
Decrease-Congested -1 +1 -0.5 +0.5

- : the transition is not possible.

Table 3: Smart-DTN-CC reward function

The choice of the reward function is of course dependent on the target scenario and

underlying conditions. As shown in Table 3, the current reward values used by Smart-500
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DTN-CC range from −1 to +1, The value −1 is assigned when the node makes a

transition to an undesirable state (i.e., Congested) and +1 is assigned when transitions

to a desirable state (i.e., Non-Congested) take place. We assign a lower positive reward

value (i.e., +0.5) to transitions to the Decrease-Congested state which is still a “good”

state, and a lower negative reward value (i.e., −0.5) to transitions to the Prospective-505

Congested state since the node is not completely congested. Note that the reward values

Smart-DTN-CC currently uses values were chosen empirically based on experiments

we ran with the different scenarios employed. Exploring other reward value ranges and

functions is part of our future work.

4. Experimental Methodology510

For our experimental evaluation of Smart-DTN-CC, we used the Opportunistic Net-

work Environment (ONE) simulator [39], a simulation platform designed specifically

for DTN environments. One of our main goals when evaluating Smart-DTN-CC is to

show that it is able to deliver adequate performance in a wide range of DTN scenar-

ios and conditions. We also compare Smart-DTN-CC’s performance against a set of515

congestion control mechanisms representative of the current DTN congestion control

state-of- the-art, namely: AFNER [84], CCC [44], RRCC [73], and SR [61].

In this section, we describe the scenarios we use in our experiments, namely terres-

trial and interplanetary. While the latter scenario represents DTN applications in space

(e.g., for deep space communication, space exploration mission support), the former520

scenario is used to represent terrestrial DTN applications such as vehicular commu-

nication, environmental monitoring, emergency rescue and disaster responce, special

operations, etc. We also present the parameters we consider and define the performance

metrics used in our study.
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4.1. Scenarios525

Figure 5: Terrestrial scenario.

4.1.1. Terrestrial DTN Scenario

In the terrestrial scenario we simulate 50 nodes that move according to a given mo-

bility regime. As they move, nodes encounter one another “opportunistically.” During

these “opportunistic contacts,” nodes can exchange messages following one of three530

different routing prtotocols, namely: Epidemic (ER), Prophet (PR), or Spray-and-Wait

(SaW). Figure 5 shows the output of the ONE simulator’s graphic interface illustrat-

ing a snapshot of a terrestrial DTN scenario. We assume that all nodes have the same

transmission ranges. Table 4 lists the simulation parameter settings we used in our

experiments.535

Three mobility regimes were used, namely Random Walk (RW), Random Way

Point (RWP), and Shortest Path Map-Based Movement (SPMBM). In RW [18], a node

randomly chooses a destination within the simulation area. It then moves from its cur-

rent location to the new one with speed uniformly distributed within the interval given

by Group.speed. When it arrives at its destination, it picks another one and repeats540

the steps above. The RWP mobility model [18] is a generalization of RW and works

as follows: a mobile node picks a random destination within the simulated area; it then
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Parameters

Name Description Value

Scenario.endTime simulation time 43200 seconds
btInterface.transmitSpeed bandwidth 2.5Mbps
btInterface.transmitRange transmitting range 150m
Group.router routing protocol [ER, PR, SaW (10 msg copies)]
Group.movementModel mobility model [RWP, RW, SPMBM]
Group.bufferSize node buffer size 4000KB
Group.bufferThreshold percentage value that indicates if the node is Non-Congested [50, 60, 70, 80, 90]%
Group.alphaEWMA the weight assigned to the current observation at EWMA function [0.05, 0.20, 0.40, 0.60, 0.80]
Group.gammaGlearning the discounted estimated future value at Q-learning function [0.20, 0.40, 0.60, 0.80, 1.0]
Group.actionSelectionMethod action selection methods [boltzmann, wolf]
Group.gammaMin minimum learning rate for WOLF action selection method 0.1
Group.gammaMax maximum learning rate for WOLF action selection method 0.9 -ρt−1

ai
Group.msgTTL message time to live 30000 seconds
Group.nrofHosts number of nodes in network 50
Group.speed max and min speed that the nodes must move {0.5, 1.5}m/s
Movimentmodel.worldSize area where simulation takes place 1 kmx1 km (RWP, RW) and 6 kmx6 km

(SPMBM)
Events1.size message size {50, 100} KB
Events1.interval Creation interval in seconds, i.e. one new message every 1 to 100 seconds [1-100, 1-200, 1-300, 1-400, 1-500] seconds

Table 4: Terrestrial scenario: simulation parameters and their values.

moves to that destination with constant speed chosen as a uniformly distributed random

number in the interval Group.speed. When the node reaches its destination, it pauses

for some time. In our simulations, the pause time is a uniformly distributed random545

number between {0, 120} seconds. After that, the node picks another random desti-

nation and repeats the steps above. The SPMBM [38] model uses Dijkstra’s shortest

path algorithm to calculate the shortest path from the current location to a randomly

selected destination. Similarly to RWP, when the node arrives at its destination, it also

uses a uniformly random pause time between {0, 120} seconds. We used these mo-550

bility regimes in our terrestrial simulations since they have been used in evaluating

previously proposed DTN congestion control protocols, including the ones we include

in our comparative performance study. By using similar experimental scenarios, we

were able to validate our results. Another important reason to use mobility models to

guide how nodes move in our experiments is to be able to run experiments at scale as555

well as vary the parameters of the mobility models (e.g., speed, pause time, etc) and

study how they affect performance.

4.1.2. Interplanetary Network Scenario

Our IPN (Interplanetary Network) scenario features high latency (because of astro-560

nomical distances) and scheduled contacts, i.e., node encounters that are known a priori

(instead of opportunistic contacts which are used in the terrestrial scenario). There are
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five nodes, representing a Base Station on the surface of the Earth which sends data to

two rovers on Mars through two satellites located near Mars (see Figure 6). Simulation

parameters are set to correspond to realistic conditions [4][5]. As such, links between565

the satellites and the rovers on the Martian surface are set to 1 s propagation delay

while the links between the base station on Earth and the satellites at Mars are set to

240 s propagation delay.

Figure 6: Interplanetary network scenario.

We evaluate how Smart-DTN-CC performs as a function of inter-contact time and

contact duration, where contact duration is the time interval during which a node pair570

is in contact. To this end, we use a “scheduled contact table” (see Table 5) which

specifies the time a connection between two nodes is established (“up”) and the time

the connection drops (“down”).

Note that the communication channel is asymmetric since the link disproportion-

ately has more bandwidth in one direction than the other. Note that Table 5 does not575

indicate when the connection from Satellite 0 to Base Station is “up” or “down”; this

is because we assume that the state of the connection from Satellite 0 to Base Station

is always the same as the state of the connection from Base Station to Satellite 0. For

example, according to the first line of Table 5, at time 2000 s, the connection between

Base Station and Satellite 0 is “up” but goes“down” at time 3000 s. Then, the same580

nodes are again in contact at time 10000 s (line 5) for 1000 s (line 6).

For our experiments, we use five different scheduled contact tables that differ in

inter-contact times. The inter-contact time for nodes A and B is defined as the time
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Time (s) Identifier Initial Node End Node State
2000 CONN Base Station Satellite 0 up
3000 CONN Base Station Satellite 0 down
6000 CONN Base Station Satellite 1 up
7000 CONN Base Station Satellite 1 down
10000 CONN Base Station Satellite 0 up
11000 CONN Base Station Satellite 0 down
17000 CONN Base Station Satellite 1 up
18000 CONN Base Station Satellite 1 down
20000 CONN Rover 2 Rover 1 up
21000 CONN Rover 2 Rover 1 down
20000 CONN Satellite 1 Rover 2 up
21000 CONN Satellite 1 Rover 2 down
21100 CONN Satellite 1 Rover 1 up
22100 CONN Satellite 1 Rover 1 down
25000 CONN Base Station Satellite 1 up
26000 CONN Base Station Satellite 1 down
30000 CONN Satellite 0 Rover 2 up
31000 CONN Satellite 0 Rover 2 down
33000 CONN Satellite 1 Rover 1 up
34000 CONN Satellite 1 Rover 1 down
38000 CONN Satellite 0 Rover 2 up
39000 CONN Satellite 0 Rover 2 down

Table 5: Example of scheduled contact table.

interval between two consecutive contacts betweenA andB. We named the five differ-

ent contact schedules as Contact1, Contact2, Contact3, Contact4, and Contact5.585

We increase the inter-contact time by 1000 s as we go from Contacti to Contacti+1.

Parameters

Name Description Value

Scenario.endTime simulation time 43200 seconds
btInterface.transmitSpeed bandwidth 2.5Mbps
Group.router routing protocol [ER, PR, SaW (10 msg copies)]
Group.movementModel mobility model StationaryMovement
Group.bufferSize node buffer size 4000KB
Group.bufferThreshold percentage value that indicates if the node is Non-Congested [50, 60, 70, 80, 90]%
Group.alphaEWMA the weight assigned to the current observation at EWMA function [0.05, 0.20, 0.40, 0.60, 0.80]
Group.gammaGlearning the discounted estimated future value at Q-learning function [0.20, 0.40, 0.60, 0.80, 1.0]
Group.actionSelectionMethod action selection methods [boltzmann, wolf]
Group.gammaMin minimum learning rate for WOLF action selection method 0.1
Group.gammaMax maximum learning rate for WOLF action selection method 0.9 -ρt−1

ai
Group.msgTTL message time to live 30000 seconds
Group.nrofHosts number of nodes in network 5
Movimentmodel.worldSize area where simulation takes place 6 kmx6 km
Events1.size message size {50, 100} KB
Events1.interval Creation interval in seconds, i.e. one new message every 1 to 100 seconds [1-100, 1-200, 1-300, 1-400, 1-500] sec-

onds

Table 6: IPN scenario: simulation parameters and their values.

Nodes generate messages periodically with message generation period chosen ac-

cording to a uniform distribution within the interval specified by theEvents1.interval

parameter. We vary the message generation interval according to the values ofEvents1.interval

listed in Table 6 to show how this parameter affects the performance of the different590

congestion control schemes.

4.2. Metrics

In our study, we consider three main performance metrics, namely:
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• Delivery ratio is the average ratio between the number of messages received at

destination nodes to the number of messages generated destined to those nodes595

(see Equation 15).

delivery ratio =
number of received messages

number of created messages
× 100% (15)

• End-to-end latency is the average time interval to deliver messages to their des-

tinations (see Equation 16), where ti is defined as the time that message i arrived

at its destination and tc is the message transmission time at its origin).

end-to-end latency =

∑number of messages received
i=1 (ti − tc)
number of messages received

(16)

• Goodput is defined as the number of messages received divided by the total

number of messages transferred (including those tranfers that were not success-

ful) (see Equation 17).

goodput =
number of messages received

number of relayed messages
× 100% (17)

5. Results and Analysis

For the results presented here, each simulation ran for twelve simulated hours un-

less otherwise specified and each data point is the average of at least 5 runs, with 95%

confidence intervals displayed. Results when no congestion control is employed are600

used as performance baseline.

5.1. Terrestrial Scenario

In this section, we present simulation results for our terrestrial scenarios which,

when compared to the interplanetary scenarios, are characterized by higher number of

contacts, and consequently shorter inter-contact times.605
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5.1.1. Average Accumulated Reward

In this first set of experiments, we take a closer look at the behavior of Smart-

DTN-CC’s Q-learning algorithm. Similar to [82] [36], we examine how the average

accumulated reward at participating nodes varies during the simulation. Figure 7 shows610

the accumulated reward for different mobility models as a function of simulation time:

Figures 7a and 7b show the accumulated reward when using the WoLF action selection

method, while Figures 7c and 7d the accumulated reward when using Boltzmann’s ac-

tion selection strategy. We observe that for both WoLF and Botzmann action selection

strategies, the average accumulated reward is increasing over time, which indicates615

adequate learning irrespective of the underlying mobility regime. More specifically,

Figure 7b zooms in the interval between 0s and 2000s seconds for the WoLF strategy

showing that the accumulated reward increases significantly between 1000s and 2000s

seconds which indicates adequate learning. According to Figure 7a, after around 2000s

the accumulated reward stabilizes.620

For the Boltzmann strategy, the accumulated reward is continuosly increasing until

the end of the simulation period. Recall that WoLF is more exploratory than Boltzmann

since in WoLF nodes gradually redistribute the probability of choosing a profitable ac-

tion among all actions (and not just the ones that have yielded positive rewards so far).

As a result, nodes perform more exploration and consequently reward values may not625

always increase. Our experiments use a constant temperature T = 1 for Boltzmann.

Note that T may never reach 0. Also note that if T goes to 0, the action selection

becomes more deterministic. We thus keep the T value constant and equal to 1, which

allows the selection probability to fluctuate around the actions’ Q-values and ensures

that actions with greater Q-values are always chosen. Therefore, the accumulated re-630

ward values for Boltzmann continue to increase until the end of the simulation.

Figure 8 shows the average Q-values for the different Smart-DTN-CC actions (de-

scribed in Table 1) using both WoLF and Boltzmann action selection strategies and

under the different mobility models we considered for the terrestrial scenario. Note

that a high Q-value is equivalent to a “good” action, i.e., an action that returns positive635
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(a) WoLF (b) WoLF - Snapshot with Simulation Time From 0s To
2000s

(c) Boltzmann (d) Boltzmann - Snapshot with Simulation Time From
0s To 2000s

Figure 7: Average accumulated reward as a function of simulation time (Terrestrial Scenario, Simulation
Time 120 h, Buffer Size 4000 kB, Buffer Threshold 60%, γmax = 0.9, γmin = 0.1, α EWMA 0.80, γ
Q-learning 0.2, Message Generation Period 300 s, Random Way Point Mobility, Epidemic Routing).

reward because it is able to mitigate congestion. From Figure 8, we note that actions

A4, A8 and A12 have the highest average Q-values for both action selection methods

and all mobility regimes. Actions A8 and A12 try to reduce delivery delay and deliv-

ery ratio as well as increase network utilization by receiving and forwarding messages.

Action A4 improves buffer utilization by discarding old messages. Observe also that640

actions A1, A2, A3 and A6 have the lowest Q-values. This happens because actions

A1 and A2 do not have immediate impact on buffer occupancy. Since A1 reduces

the message generation frequency that depends on the event generation time and A2

broadcasts a congestion notification to neighbors which may not be able to listen. This
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situation leads to delayed reward which we do not consider in this work. Actions A3645

and A6 discard messages based on their TTL. In our experiments, we set the TTL to

30000 s for simulation runs of 43200 s; as such, the chances of having expired mes-

sages are likely small and thus nodes receive negative reward when picking A3 and A6

which results in their low Q-value.

Actions
ID Description
A1 Increase message generation period
A2 Broadcast CNB
A3 Discard expired message
A4 Discard oldest message
A5 Discard random message
A6 Discard message to be expired before the next contact
A7 Migrate messages
A8 Receive messages
A9 Decrease message generation period
A10 Broadcast DCNB
A11 Discard oldest message until space available
A12 Forward message

Table 7: Action set and their descriptions.

Figure 8 confirms that the Boltzmann action selection method tends to favor “prof-650

itable” actions. We observe that under WoLF, there are more actions with Q-values

close to zero (e.g., see Figure 8b) when compared to Boltzmann’s action selection strat-

egy. This happens because, during the exploration phase, WoLF considers all actions

proportionally to how well they did in the past. In particular, WoLF uses the reward an

action received to calculate the action’s selection probability. In this case if the node655

receives a positive reward the action’s probability increases by γmax. On the other

hand, the behavior of the Boltzmann selection method is regulated by the temperature

T . If T goes to zero the probability of selecting the strictly highest Q-values action

goes to 1 (greedy distribution), while the selection probability of other actions goes to

0. Note that pure greedy selection does not happen in our case since we use constant660

temperature equal to 1. It is important to point out that reaching the balance between

exploration and exploitation is, however, a challenging task and will be addressed in

more depth as part of our future work.
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(a) RW - WoLF (b) RWP - WoLF (c) SPBM - WoLF

(d) RW - BOLTZMANN (e) RWP - BOLTZMANN (f) SPBM - BOLTZMANN

Figure 8: Average Q-value for each action for different mobility models (Terrestrial Scenario, Simulation
Time 120 h, Buffer Size 4000 kB, Buffer Threshold 60%, γmax = 0.9, γmin = 0.1, α EWMA 0.80, γ
Q-learning 0.80, Message Generation Period 300 s, Random Way Point Mobility Model, Epidemic Routing
Protocol, WoLF Action Selection Method).

5.1.2. Q-learning Evaluation

665

In the context of Q-learning, the value of a state is defined to be the maximum Q-

value in the given state. Given this definition it is easy to derive Equation 2 which is

presented again as Equation 18 for the purpose of discussion. This equation includes a

discount factor γ which is a number in the range of [0 . . . 1] and is used to weigh near

term reinforcement more heavily than distant future reinforcement. The closer γ is to670

1 the greater the weight of future reinforcements. In this section we vary the discount

factor to analyze its impact on Smart-DTN-CC’s performance.
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Q∗n(s, a) = (1− ηn)Q∗n−1(s, a) + ηn(r + γV ∗n−1(s
′
)) (18)

where

ηn =
1

1 + visitsn(s, a)
(19)

and

V ∗n−1(s
′
) = maxa′ [Q

∗
n−1(s

′
, a
′
)] (20)

Figure 9 shows the average delivery ratio (Figure 9a), the average goodput (Fig-

ure 9b) and the average latency (Figure 9c) for the terrestrial scenario as a function of

the discount factor γ in the Q-value function for different routing protocols (Epidemic,675

Prophet, Spray and Wait). The discount factor makes rewards earned earlier more valu-

able than those received later. Note that when increasing γ value the three performance

metrics fluctuate independently from the routing protocol. Thus γ does not directly

impact these metrics. By definition the γ value is used to weight the value of a node’s

state which is based on the reward received. Low γ means pay little attention to the680

future. High γ means that potential future rewards have a major influence on decision

now. Thus we may be willing to trade short term loss for long-term gain. But we need

to be aware that DTN environments are completely dynamic and predicting the future

cannot be a good strategy. Note that for γ < 1, the value of the future rewards always

eventually becomes negligible. In terms of latency, note that as expected Spray and685

Wait performs worse compared to the other protocols. Since it is quota-based protocol,

it limits the number of message copies in the network, minimizing network resource

usage. Therefore it contributes to reduce the network’s congestion level. However the

message can take longer to arrive in its destination when we compare to either Epi-

demic or Prophet.690

5.1.3. EWMA Evaluation

As discussed earlier, Smart-DTN-CC’s buffer occupancy monitoring and contact

prediction employ an approach based on Exponentially-Weighted Moving Averages
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(a) Delivery Ratio (b) Goodput

(c) Latency

Figure 9: Average delivery ratio, goodput and latency as a function of γ for different routing protocols
(Terrestrial Scenario, Simulation Time 12h, Buffer Size 4000 kB, Buffer Threshold 60%, γmax = 0.9,
γmin = 0.1, α EWMA 0.80, Message Generation Period 300 s, Random Way Point Mobility Model,
WoLF Action Selection Method).

(EWMA). Recall that buffer occupancy is monitored in order to predict whether future695

buffer occupancy will likely increase or decrease. Depending on the node’s current

state and its buffer occupancy prediction (given by Equation 13), the node will transi-

tion to the appropriate congestion control state as shown in Figure 3.

Figure 4 illustrates how Smart-DTN-CC nodes keep track of their contact history

using EWMA to predict future encounter times.700

Note that for both buffer occupancy and contact prediction, EWMA’s smoothing

factor α, where 0 <= α <= 1, controls how much weight is assigned to the present

versus the past: higher α place more weight on current conditions, while lower α favor

the past. The results presented in this section report how different values of α impact
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Smart-DTN-CC’s performance.705

Figure 10 shows the average delivery ratio and the average goodput for different

values of α under different mobility regimes in the terrestrial scenario. We observe

no significant variation in delivery ratio or goodput for different values of α which

indicates that, under the experimental conditions of the terrestrial scenarios we used,

Smart-DTN-CC is relatively insensitive to α. As part of future work, we plan to further710

investigate the effect of α on Smart-DTN-CC’s performance.

(a) Delivery Ratio (b) Goodput

Figure 10: Average delivery ratio and goodput as a function of EWMA’s α for different routing protocols
(Terrestrial Scenario, Simulation Time 12h, Buffer Size 4000 kB, Buffer Threshold 60%, γmax = 0.9,
γmin = 0.1, γ Q-learning 0.2, Message Generation Period 300 s, Random Way Point Mobility Model, and
WoLF Action Selection.

5.2. IPN Scenario

In this section, we present simulation results from our IPN scenarios. They show

that, under deep space conditions, i.e., very long propagation delays and inter-contact

times, Smart-DTN-CC exhibits adequate performance.715

5.2.1. Accumulated Reward

Figure 11 shows the accumulated reward under different routing protocols for dif-

ferent action selection methods in the IPN scenario. Similarly to the terrestrial scenario,

the accumulated reward in the IPN scenario increases with simulation time, which720

shows Smart-DTN-CC’s adequate learning behavior. However, the learning process
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takes longer in the IPN scenario than in the terrestrial one. This happens because inter-

contact times in IPN scenarios are typically much longer than in terrestrial applications.

(a) WoLF (b) WoLF - Snapshot with Simulation Time From 0s To
2000s

(c) Boltzmann (d) Boltzmann - Snapshot with Simulation Time From
0s To 2000s

Figure 11: Average accumulated reward as a function of simulation time (IPN Scenario, Simulation Time
12h, Buffer Size 4000 kB, Buffer Threshold 60%, γmax = 0.9, γmin = 0.1, α EWMA 0.80, γ Q-
learning 0.2, Message Generation Period 300 s, Epidemic Routing, Inter-Contact Time 1000 s and Contact
Duration 1000 s).

Like the terrestrial accumulated reward results, IPN’s accumulated reward behavior

for both action selection strategies behaves similarly as shown by Figures 11a and 11c.725

However, we observe that, when compared to the terrestrial scenario for the same sim-

ulation period, accumulated reward is significantly lower. This shows that learning

happens much slower in the IPN scenarion when compared to the terrestrial one. Note

that the accumulated reward under Prophet and Spray and Wait routing increase much

slower when compared to Epidemic routing. This happens because both Prophet and730
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Spray and Wait employ more conservative data forwarding policies when compared

to Epidemic, which inherently control congestion and thus slows down accumulated

reward growth resulting from explicit congestion control actions.

From Figures 11b and 11d, we observe that: (1) in some cases the average accumu-

lated reward is negative which shows that nodes are indeed exploring Smart-DTN-CC’s735

action space and can choose actions that result in undesirable congestion control be-

havior; and (2) it may take some time for the accumulated reward to become positive,

which indicates progress towards learning. Additionally, we note that, similarly to the

terrestrial experiments, once it starts increasing, IPN’s accumulated reward never de-

creases, which again indicates adequate performance of Smart-DTN-CC’s Q-Learning740

algorithm.

Figure 12 shows the average Q-value for different actions under different mobility

regimes and routing protocols for the WoLF and Boltzmann action selection strategies

in the IPN scenario. Similarly to the terrestrial scenario, in the IPN scenario, the WoLF

selection method performs more exploration under all routing protocols. As we dis-745

cussed earlier, Boltzmann action selection spends substantial part of the time exploring

the set of profitable actions.

In the case of IPN scenarios, learning time is critical since inter-contact times are

typically much longer than in the case of terrestrial applications. As part of future work,

we plan to investigate different variations of WoLF and Boltzmann (e.g., by using lower750

temperature ranges to limit exploration) accelerate learning in IPN environments.

We observe that actions A4, A8, and A12 have the highest average Q-values for

both action selection methods under all mobility regimes. This is consistent with what

we observe in the terrestrial environment.

5.2.2. Q-learning Evaluation755

In this section, we vary the discount factor to analyze its impact on Smart-DTN-

CC’s performance under the IPN scenario. Figure 13 shows the average delivery ratio

(see Figure 13a), the average goodput (see Figure 13b) and the average latency (see

Figure 13c) as a function of the discount factor γ in the Q-value function for different760
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(a) Epidemic - WoLF (b) Prophet - WoLF (c) Spray and Wait - WoLF

(d) Epidemic - BOLTZMANN (e) Prophet - BOLTZMANN (f) Spray and Wait - BOLTZ-
MANN

Figure 12: Average Q-value for each action under different mobility models and routing protocols (IPN
Scenario, Simulation Time 12h, Buffer Size 4000 kB, Buffer Threshold 60%, γmax = 0.9, γmin = 0.1,
α EWMA 0.80, γ Q-learning 0.2, Message Generation Period 300 s, Inter-contact time of 1000 s and
Contact Duration of 1000 s, WoLF Action Selection Method).

routing protocols. Observe that in the IPN scenario, similar to the terrestrial scenario,

the γ values variation does not show significant impact on the Smart-DTN-CC perfor-

mance. The average delivery ratio presents some fluctuations (see Figure 13a) but it is

not directly affected by different γ values. In Figure 13b, we can note that the aver-

age goodput is better for Prophet since it benefits from the schedule contacts, therefore765

sending messages only to nodes that have high probability of delivering the message to

its destination. As a result, the number of message copies is small, which increases the

goodput value, as expected. In terms of average latency (see Figure 13c), Smart-DTN-

CC performs much worse than in the terrestrial scenario. However high latencies are

expected in IPN environments. Thus Smart-DTN-CC still presents good performance.770

5.2.3. EWMA Evaluation

We also evaluate the impact of different values of EWMA’s smoothing factor α on

Smart-DTN-CC’s performance in IPN scenarios. Similarly to the terrestrial applica-
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(a) Delivery Ratio (b) Goodput

(c) Latency

Figure 13: Average delivery ratio, goodput and latency as a function of γ for different routing protocols (IPN
Scenario, Simulation Time 12 h, Buffer Size 4000 kB, Buffer Threshold 60%, γmax = 0.9, γmin = 0.1,
α EWMA 0.80, Message Generation Period 300 s, Inter-Contact Time 1000 s, Contact Duration 1000 s,
WoLF Action Selection Method).

tions, as α increases, more weight is considered in the current buffer occupancy ratio.775

Therefore, higher delivery ratio are achieved with higher α as Figure 14a shows. The

average goodput is greater when Prophet or Spray and Wait are considered, as expected

(see Figure 14b).

5.3. Combining Reinforcement- and Supervised Learning in IPN

Since learning in IPN scenarios typically take longer than in terrestrial environ-780

ments, we explore an approach that combines reinforcement- and supervised learn-

ing which works as follows: time is divided in episodes; during the first episode, we

use Smart-DTN-CC’s Q-learning to produce a Q-value table, which is fed to the next
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(a) Delivery Ratio (b) Goodput

Figure 14: Average delivery ratio and goodput as a function of EWMA’s α for different routing protocols
(IPN Scenario, Simulation Time 12 h, Buffer Size 4000 kB, Buffer Threshold 60%, γmax = 0.9, γmin =
0.1, γ Q-learning 0.2, Inter-Contact Time of 1000 s and Contact Duration of 1000 s, Message Generation
Period 300s, WoLF Action Selection Method).

episode. This is considered the supervised learning phase since we are using previously

acquired knowledge as part of the learning process. This process continues until the785

last episode.

To obtain the results presented here, we ran a series of 9 episodes, each episode is

12h long.

Figure 15 shows the accumulated reward as a function of simulation time for WoLF

(see Figure 15a and 15b) and Boltzmann (see Figure 15c and 15d)) action selection790

methods. Figures 15b and 15d show a snapshot of the accumulated reward values be-

tween 0 s and 2000 s. Note that in Figure 15a and 15b the cumulative reward fluctuates

for different episodes using WoLF selection method. This happens because WoLF con-

siders that while the node learns the environment it still does exploration. As shown by

the plots, the cumulative reward values for episode 1 remain above the rewards of other795

episodes for the simulation time interval from 0 s to 3.2 × 104 s. In comparison with

Figures 15c and 15d, where Boltzmann action selection method is used, the cumulative

reward values for episode 1 is underneath the other episodes. Note that the cumulative

rewards are similar from episode 2 to episode 9. The results reveal that the combination

of Smart-DTN-CC based on RL with supervised learning allows the node to perform800

well in IPN scenario.
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(a) WoLF (b) WoLF - Snapshot with Simulation Time From 0s To
2000s

(c) Boltzmann (d) Boltzmann - Snapshot with Simulation Time From
0s To 2000s

Figure 15: simulation time (IPN Scenario, Simulation Time 12 h, Buffer Size 1000 kB, Buffer Threshold
60%, γmax = 0.9, γmin = 0.1, α EWMA 0.80, γ Q-learning 0.2, Message Generation Period 100 s,
Message’s TTL 30000 s, Epidemic Routing Protocol, Inter-Contact Time 1000 s and Contact Duration
1000 s).

Figure 16 shows the average Q-values for different actions and episodes. As it can

be seen, when the number of episodes goes from 1 to 9, the number of different selected

actions tends to increase. This shows that the learning process is more advanced and the

node tends to choose actions with great Q-values to mitigate congestion. Note that the805

nodes keep choosing actions A4, A8, A10 and A11. Gradually, actions A5 and A9 are

included in the set of good actions (set of actions with positive Q-values). This feature

confirms that Smart-DTN-CC propagates information learned in previous episodes to

episodes ahead.

For comparison purpose, Boltzmann action selection method is applied to the same810
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(a) Episode 1 (b) Episode 2 (c) Episode 3

(d) Episode 4 (e) Episode 5 (f) Episode 6

(g) Episode 7 (h) Episode 8 (i) Episode 9

Figure 16: episodes (IPN Scenario, Simulation Time 12 h, γmax = 0.9, γmin = 0.1, γ Q-learning 0.2, α
EWMA 0.80, Message Generation Period 100 s, Buffer Threshold 60%, Buffer Size 1000 kB, Message’s
TTL 30000 s, Epidemic Routing Protocol, WoLF Action Selection Method).

context of Smart-DTN-CC with supervised learning (see Figure 17). Observe that after

episode 1, Q-learning only selects actions into the set of profitable actions. This may

be because the node using Boltzmann method understands that it has done enough

exploration and then it starts to choose among the most profitable actions. We need

to be aware that a tradeoff exists between exploration and exploitation. In this case,815

Boltzmann may not be the wrong option for some DTN environments.

Figure 18 shows the accumulated reward as a function of the simulation time for

different action selection methods. To illustrate the Smart-DTN-CC’s performance

over IPN scenario where message’s TTL is still longer but more messages are able

to expire before the simulation end time, we design a use case to capture the impact820
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(a) Episode 1 (b) Episode 2 (c) Episode 3

(d) Episode 4 (e) Episode 5 (f) Episode 6

(g) Episode 7 (h) Episode 8 (i) Episode 9

Figure 17: Average Q-values for each action for different episodes (IPN Scenario, Simulation Time 12 h,
γmax = 0.9, γmin = 0.1, γ Q-learning 0.2, α EWMA 0.80, Message Generation Period 100 s, Buffer
Threshold 60%, Buffer Size 1000 kB, Message’s TTL 30000 s, Epidemic Routing Protocol, Boltzmann
Action Selection Method).

of a small message’s TTL on actions that depend on message’s expiration. Such use

case considers Prophet routing protocol and a message’s TTL of 10000 s. We chose

Prophet routing protocol for this use case because we believe that it benefits from IPN

scenarios and thus can contribute for the learning process’ performance. As shown

in Figures 18a, 18b, 18c and 18d, Smart-DTN-CC reaches a good learning perfor-825

mance after spending some time with exploration. However, the best performance is

obtained with Boltzmann where the plotting for episode 1 is underneath of the plotting

for episode 9 (see Figures 18c and 18d). This behavior can not be observed in Fig-

ures 18a and 18b for WoLF. We believe this happens because the WoLF’s principle has

a simple intuition of learn quickly while losing (when the node receives negative re-830
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ward) and slowly while winning (when the node receives positive reward). As a result,

the cumulative reward fluctuates and seems to converge faster since it tries to alternate

among different selected actions. In other words, WoLF policy remains rational, since

only the speed of learning is varied. The results of applying WoLF policy in an IPN

scenario do not show good performance because the learning process in an environ-835

ment with scheduled contact takes longer. Thus this method does not benefit from the

node contacts. Note that in Figure 18b WoLF quickly begins to oscillate around the

equilibrium, with ever decreasing amplitude. On the other hand, Boltzmann tends to

be more linear without any hint of converging.

(a) WoLF (b) WoLF - Snapshot with Simulation Time From 0s To
2000s

(c) Boltzmann (d) Boltzmann - Snapshot with Simulation Time From
0s To 2000s

Figure 18: Average cumulative reward as a function of the simulation time (IPN Scenario, Simulation Time
12 h, Buffer Size 1000 kB, Buffer Threshold 60%, γmax = 0.9, γmin = 0.1, α EWMA 0.80, γ
Q-learning 0.2, Message Generation Period 100 s, Message’s TTL 10000 s, Prophet Routing Protocol,
Inter-Contact Time 1000 s and Contact Duration 1000 s).
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Figure 19 shows the Q-values for different actions and episodes using WoLF action840

selection method. As it can be seen, the actions A3 and A6, which use message’s TTL

expiration to mitigate congestion, are selected in all episodes. However they do not

present good performance since their Q-values are negative as depicted by the plottings

for different episodes. Note that the exact effect of the WoLF principle can be seen by

different Q-values for all actions when we move from episode 1 to episode 9 using845

either the larger (γmax) or smaller (γmin) learning rate. The combination of Smart-

DTN-CC with RL and supervised learning can be clearly seen in Figure 19 . Observe

that in Figure 19a (Episode 1), the set of good actions are A4, A8, A9, A10 and A11.

When using supervised learning, these actions are maintained for all next episodes.

This happens because the supervised learning strategy is being used.850

Figure 20 shows the Q-values for different actions and episodes using Boltzmann

action selection method. Similar to Figure 19, the results shown in Figure 20 also

selects actions A3 and A6 that depend on message’s TTL. However, once the Boltz-

mann strategy learns that A6 is returning negative reward and, consequently negative

Q-values, it stops to select this action after episode 3. On the other hand, it continues to855

select A3. Therefore, Smart-DTN-CC is learning by both RL and supervised learning

when the use case prioritizes actions that depend on message’s TTL.

Figure 21 shows the average delivery ratio for IPN scenario for different messages

generation periods and different routing protocols. Unsurprisingly, when the message

generation period increases the average delivery ratio increases. This happens because860

for longer message generation periods the message generation frequency is lower. The

comparison between Figure 21a and Figure 22b in Section 5.4 considering the epidemic

routing protocol for the different action selection methods shows that the average de-

livery ratio slightly increases when Smart-DTN-CC is used with supervised learning.

However the gain is not significant.865

5.4. Comparative Performance Study

We conduct a comparative study between Smart-DTN-CC and existing DTN con-

gestion control mechanisms. Our goal is two-fold, i.e., evaluate Smart-DTN-CC’s abil-

ity to (1) mitigate congestion and thus achieve high message delivery with adequate
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(a) Episode 1 (b) Episode 2 (c) Episode 3

(d) Episode 4 (e) Episode 5 (f) Episode 6

(g) Episode 7 (h) Episode 8 (i) Episode 9

Figure 19: Average Q-values for each action for different episodes (IPN Scenario, Simulation Time 12 h,
γmax = 0.9, γmin = 0.1, γ Q-learning 0.2, α EWMA 0.80, Message Generation Period 100 s, Buffer
Threshold 60%, Buffer Size 1000 kB, Message’s TTL 10000 s, Prophet Routing Protocol, WoLF Action
Selection Method).

latency without incurring excessive overhead, and (2) automatically adjust to different870

scenarios and conditions. We compare Smart-DTN-CC against four other DTN con-

gestion control mechanisms, namely: AFNER [84], CCC [44], RRCC [73], and SR

[61]. Some of the AFNER results are omitted from our evaluation because it exhibited

inferior performance when compared with the other mechanisms (i.e., CCC, RRCC,

and SR). More information about AFNER, CCC, RRCC, and SR as well as additional875

performance results can be found in [64]. As comparison baseline, we also show results

when no congestion control is employed.

Figure 22 shows the average delivery ratio for Smart-DTN-CC, CCC, RRCC and

SR as a function of the message generation period in both terrestrial and IPN scenarios.
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(a) Episode 1 (b) Episode 2 (c) Episode 3

(d) Episode 4 (e) Episode 5 (f) Episode 6

(g) Episode 7 (h) Episode 8 (i) Episode 9

Figure 20: Average Q-values for each action for different episodes (IPN Scenario, Simulation Time 12 h,
γmax = 0.9, γmin = 0.1, γ Q-learning 0.2, α EWMA 0.80, Message Generation Period 100 s, Buffer
Threshold 60%, Buffer Size 1000 kB, Message’s TTL 10000 s, Prophet Routing Protocol, Boltzmann
Action Selection Method).

For the terrestrial scenario (see Figure 22a), we use a buffer threshold of 60%, buffer880

size of 1000 KB, Epidemic routing, and Random Way Point mobility. For the IPN

scenario (see Figure 22b), we use a buffer threshold of 60%, buffer size of 4000 KB,

Epidemic routing, inter-contact time of 1000 s, and contact duration of 1000 s. In both

scenarios and under WoLF and Boltzmann action selection policies, Smart-DTN-CC

yields considerably higher average delivery ratio than those of CCC, RRCC, and SR885

due to Smart-DTN-CC’s use of both proactive- and reactive congestion control as well

as its ability to automatically adjust in response to current node and network conditions.

Figure 23 compares Smart-DTN-CC’s average delivery ratio for the terrestrial sce-

nario against the other DTN congestion control mechanisms, namely: AFNER, SR,
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(a) Buffer Size 4000 KB

Figure 21: Average delivery ratio for different message generatio periods, action selection methods and
routing protocols (IPN Scenario, Inter-Contact Time of 1000 s, Message’s TTL of 30000 s, Smart-DTN-CC
(Buffer Threshold 60%, γmax = 0.9, γmin = 0.1, α EWMA 0.80, γ Q-learning 0.2)).

(a) Terrestrial Scenario (b) IPN Scenario

Figure 22: Average delivery ratio as a function of message generation period (Terrestrial Scenario (Buffer
Size 1000 kB, Epidemic Routing, Random Way Point), IPN Scenario (Buffer Size 4000 kB, Epidemic
Routing, Inter-Contact Time 1000 s, Contact Duration 1000 s), Smart-DTN-CC (Buffer Threshold 60%,
γmax = 0.9, γmin = 0.1, α EWMA 0.80, γ Q-learning 0.2)).

RRCC, and CCC under different mobility regimes, and routing protocols. Our results890

show that Smart-DTN-CC with either WoLF or Boltzmann action selection methods

outperforms the others mechanisms in terms of average delivery ratio. Note that Smart-

DTN-CC’s performance is consistent across all routing protocols considered which

indicates that Smart-DTN-CC’s ability to control congestion is independent of the un-

derlying routing mechanism. Furthermore, Smart-DTN-CC yields higher delivery ratio895

for all three mobility regimes studied, which showcases its ability to adjust to different
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conditions.

(a) Random Walk (b) Random Way Point

(c) Shortest Path Map Based Movement

Figure 23: Average delivery ratio for different mobility models and routing protocols (Terrestrial Scenario,
Buffer Size of 500 kB, Message Generation Period of 300 s, Buffer Threshold for Smart-DTN-CC of 60%).

Figure 24 plots average latency for the terrestrial scenario using different DTN con-

gestion control mechanisms (AFNER, SR, RRCC, CCC, and Smart-DTN-CC) under

different mobility models (RW, RWP, and SPMBM) and routing protocols. As be-900

fore, we also show results obtained when no congestion control is used (represented by

slim/red bars in the graphs) to be used as performance baseline.

We observe that Smart-DTN-CC consistently yields lower latency when compared

to the other congestion control mechanisms under all routing protocols and mobility

regimes (see Figures 24a, 24b and 24c). This again underscores Smart-DTN-CC’s905

independence of the underlying routing mechanism as well as its ability to adapt to

scenario conditions.
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(a) Random Walk (b) Random Way Point

(c) Shortest Path Map Based Movement

Figure 24: Average latency for different mobility models and routing protocols (Terrestrial Scenario, Buffer
Size of 500 kB, Message Generation Period of 300 s, Buffer Threshold for Smart-DTN-CC of 60%).

Figure 25 plots message delivery ratio for different inter-contact times, where the

slim bars show delivery ratio when no congestion control is used. As expected, for

longer inter-contact times, the delivery ratio decreases. Similarly to the terrestrial sce-910

nario, Smart-DTN-CC clearly outperforms all the other mechanisms and achieves sig-

nificantly higher delivery ratio (see Figure 25a. In fact, in some cases, Smart-DTN-

CC’s delivery ratio is up to 3 times higher.

Figure 26 shows message delivery ratio for different contact durations. As ex-

pected, the longer the contact, the higher the delivery ratio. Like the IPN inter-contact915

time results, Smart-DTN-CC outperforms the other congestion control mechanisms

and exhibits significantly higher delivery ratio for all routing mechanisms considered.

This result reiterates Smart-DTN-CC’s ability to adapt to different DTN environments
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(a) Smart-DTN-CC (b) CCC

(c) RRCC (d) SR

Figure 25: Average delivery ratio for different inter-contact times (IPN Scenario, Buffer Size of 4000 KB,
Contact Duration of 1000 s, Message Generation Period of 300 s, Smart-DTN-CC (Buffer Threshold 60%,
γmax = 0.9, γmin = 0.1, α EWMA 0.80, γ Q-learning 0.2, WoLF Action Selection Method)).

independently of the underlying routing mechanism.

6. Related Work920

This section briefly highlight the state-of-the-art on DTN congestion control. High

mobility degree, topology changes, disconnections and resource restrictions pose many

challenges for the design and implementation of congestion control in DTNs. As dis-

cussed earlier, traditional TCP/IP congestion control approaches do not properly oper-

ate in DTN scenarios mainly due the absence of end-to-end connectivity. Alternatives925

such as UDP (User Datagram Protocol) or DCCP (Datagram Congestion Control Pro-

tocol) [40] are not generally appropriate because they offer limited reliability and, in the
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(a) Smart-DTN-CC (b) CCC

(c) RRCC (d) SR

Figure 26: Average delivery ratio for different contact durations (IPN Scenario, Buffer Size of 4000 KB,
Inter-Contact Time of 1000 s, Message Generation Period of 300 s, Smart-DTN-CC (Buffer Threshold 60%,
γmax = 0.9, γmin = 0.1, α EWMA 0.80, γ Q-learning 0.2, WoLF Action Selection Method)).

case of UDP, no congestion control. Consequently, efficient techniques are thus needed

to effectively control congestion in DTNs so that network utilization is maximized.

Early works in DTN congestion control focuses primarily on the challenge of reduc-930

ing the delivery latency and drop ratio with the underlying assumption of unlimited

transfer and storage capacity [14] [26] [56] [76] [10][15] [21] [22] [27] [30] [31] [35]

[42] [44] [57] [61] [62] [77] [78] [83] [86] [45] [6] [53].

CafRep or congestion aware forwarding and replication [58] works as a local adap-

tive forwarding and replication mechanism. It redirects messages from their conven-935

tional social aware path to a different path that decreases hotspots’ load. It uses three

heuristics: 1) social contact driven that explores contact relationships; 2) node resource
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driven that adapts to nodes’ buffer availability; and 3) ego network driven that detects

and adapts parts of the network’s buffer availability, delay and congesting rates. CafRep

is based on heuristics and focuses mainly on terrestrial scenario, whereas Smart-DTN-940

CC uses reinforcement learning to automatically adapt to current conditions and thus

is able to perform well in both terrestrial and interplanetary scenarios.

The survey presented in [23] explores the DTN congestion control mechanisms. It

shows that a considerable number of protocols have been proposed, most of which have

common goals, namely: increase successful message delivery while decreasing deliv-945

ery delay and keep network utilization high without congesting it. To achieve these

goals, several existing DTN congestion control mechanisms adopt a reactive approach

by simply dropping messages stored at DTN nodes to make room for incoming mes-

sages. Both “traditional” and new drop policies, i.e., specifically designed for DTN

environments, have been employed. Alternatively, a number of DTN congestion con-950

trol techniques, instead of discarding messages, try to transfer them to neighboring

nodes, using sometimes “back pressure” to adjust message generation rate and admis-

sion control to restrict the number of flows entering the network. One important issue

that comes apart from the survey about the exploration of existing DTN congestion

control techniques is that, based on existing mechanisms, there is no generic conges-955

tion control mechanism that is applicable to all DTN scenarios and applications. The

work described in [64] complements the work presented in [23] where a comparative

performance study of different DTN congestion control techniques applied to different

application scenarios, namely: inter-planetary and terrestrial networking applications

is conducted.960

In this work, we used the fundamental findings highlighted in [23] [64] to design

a novel congestion control mechanism that can operate and adapt to different DTN

scenarios using online learning approach.

The work presented in [88] try to understand how resources available for inter-

mittently connected DTN nodes may be leveraged in order to improve routing perfor-965

mance in DTNs. A delay tolerant routing mechanism that employs the Q-Learning

algorithm is proposed based on the modeling, investigation and analysis of intermittent

network architecture in underwater environments. A underwater acoustic wireless sen-
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sor network consisting of a number of sparsely distributed static wireless sensors and a

mobile ferry is modeled as a single-agent reinforcement learning system in which the970

way-points are fixed at the position of their host sensors. The ferry detects the environ-

mental parameters and decides the optimal way-point that it targets to visit accordingly.

The proposed delay-tolerant protocol optimizes the system parameters to adapt to the

underwater environment after having been deployed. Different from our work, [88]

uses online learning in the context of DTN routing while we use it in the context of975

DTN congestion control.

A cognition based congestion detection mechanism for delay tolerant networks

with particular emphasis on the interplanetary Internet is described in [52]. The pro-

posed mechanism uses machine-learning program to detect congestion in a DTN. In

case of congestion a structural flow control is applied. The structural flow control is980

composed of three phases: 1) Autonomous cognition: Each node takes decisions in-

dependently of others, based only on its own input and output rates, and the condition

of its buffers. A cognitive model helps the node take accurate decisions based on past

experience; 2) Decentralized operation: There is no central authority that regulates the

network or influences its decisions. The network operates in a decentralized fashion985

like the Internet. 3) Tolerance of imperfect information/mistakes: Imperfect informa-

tion refers to delayed, incomplete or conflicting information. In the latter case, the

program will be able to detect if a certain piece of information that has come in is

wrong, based on past experience. Nodes learn from past mistakes and try to minimize

their occurrence. The aim is to decrease the amount of data entering the IPN backbone.990

In the event of congestion occurring in the DTN, nodes would have to start discard-

ing bundles - resulting in NACKs as an immediate step, and thereafter ask senders to

reduce their sending rates after evaluating the possible impact of reduction in sending

rates by individual senders and by different factors. The mechanism proposed by the

author differ from the Smart-DTN-CC mechanism in the sense that it is based on of-995

fline learning and do not consider different data forwarding techniques. In addition, the

cognition congestion mechanism has been designed to operate specifically in interplan-

etary scenario. Smart-DTN-CC is able to adapt and operate to different DNT scenarios

and applications.
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7. Conclusion1000

In Delay-Tolerant Networks (DTNs), intermittent connectivity amongst partici-

pating nodes may be part of the network’s normal operation, rather than exceptional

events. Episodic network connectivity may be caused by a variety of factors, includ-

ing arbitrarily high node mobility, sparse communication infrastructure deployment,

communication impairments, to name a few. Store-carry-and-forward routing is used1005

by most DTN routing protocols which requires nodes to carry messages until they are

able to forward them to another node so messages can reach their ultimate destina-

tion. Since nodes have limited storage, excessive traffic load can easily lead to buffer

overflow, and cause network congestion. Network congestion control is therefore of

paramount importance in DTNs.1010

In this paper, we introduced Smart-DTN-CC, a novel DTN congestion control

framework that adjust its operation automatically based on the dynamics of the underly-

ing network and its nodes. Smart-DTN-CC is an adaptive and distributed congestion

aware framework that mitigates congestion using reinforcement learning, a machine

learning technique known to be well suited to problems where: (1) the environment, in1015

this case the network, plays a crucial role; and (2) yet, no prior knowledge about the

target environment can be assumed, i.e., the only way to acquire information about the

environment is to interact with it through continuous online learning.

To our knowledge, Smart-DTN-CC is the first DTN congestion control frame-

work that can automatically and continuously adapt to the dynamics of the target en-1020

vironment. This unique feature allows Smart-DTN-CC to deliver adequate perfor-

mance in a variety of DTN applications and scenarios. Our experimental evaluation

demonstrated that Smart-DTN-CC is able to consistently outperform existing DTN

congestion control mechanisms under a wide range of network conditions and char-

acteristics. We anticipate that its ability to adjust operation to the underlying envi-1025

ronment will allow Smart-DTN-CC to be employed by emerging network applications

(e.g., Internet of Things [63]) and paradigms (e.g., Information-Centric Networking, or

ICN [81]).

For our future work, we plan to explore other congestion control actions that can
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be employed by Smart-DTN-CC. We will also include other DTN congestion control1030

approaches (e.g., CafRep [58]) in our comparative study of Smart-DTN-CC. We also

plan to conduct experiments using other mobility regimes as well as publicly available

mobility traces (e.g., Infocom’05 and Infocom’06 traces [20, 1], the San Francisco Taxi

trace [55], etc).
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